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A profound journey honoring your God/Goddess/Inner Child. Soothing vocal presence and powerful lyrical

messages awaken your spirit of innocence and knowing, deep spiritual healing, and a sacredness that

unites us all and brings us back to our roots 11 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: New Age, NEW AGE: Celtic New

Age Details: Allow yourself to journey through this music back to the ancient times when the earth was

revered as the mother of all and life was an attunement with nature. The creation of this cd is the

culmination of several years of creating music and a passion I had to fulfill. The inspiration for Unity came

from explorations that took me deep into my relationship with myself, my inner child, my family, and my

relationship with God/Goddess in my life. The title track, Unity, is the knowing of the oneness of all life,

which I believe is where we all come from and where we are returning by remembering who we are. This,

who we are, is not separate beings on some meaningless voyage; rather we are individualized forms of

pure God energy seeking to reunite on our journey home. Having struggled with my identity in a

consumer driven culture, I identify with many women who seek an understanding by researching our past,

when there was a time of harmony and the earth was honored and revered. Knowing we cannot return to

that time, we are in a time of growing forward, where remembering where we come from gives us the

impetus to evolve into a conscious awareness of ourselves and our world as one energy, one being. A

recognition that what we do to one another, we also do to ourselves. A knowing that separation is an

illusion and that acceptance of one another, our cultures, our religions, our way of life will bring us to that

place of oneness faster than criticism, fighting, finding fault, blame. For whatever we blame or fight

outside of ourselves, is happening inside of us. We are all a reflection to one another. It is time for us to

open to the awareness of this oneness of all life so that we can restore our planet to wholeness and move

forward to the time when love and peace will encompass our beautiful earth home. It is a future worth
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holding a vision for and if you doubt it as a possibility remember everything comes into existence through

vision first. If the vision is to become reality, it needs vision holders. I invite you to join me in holding the

vision for unity with all life. This is the ultimate journey where our true joy, fulfillment and love await us.
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